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Determination of liquid compositions in high-pressure melting of peridotite

A. L. JAQUES' AND D. H. GNBBN

Department of Geology, University of Tasmania
Hobart, Tasmania 7001

Abstract

Experimental problems in the determination of liquid compositions from the partial melt-
ing of peridotite are examined in the light of data obtained in an experimental study of the
anhydrous melting of peridotite. A scanning electron microscope coupled with an energy-dis-
persive microprobe has been employed to examine the nature of quench phases and their ef-
fect on the melt composition, and to examine the efect of iron loss on crystal-melt equilibria.
In most cases the problems of iron loss, non-equilibrium, and quench modi-fication of the
melt composition preclude direct determination of the composition of partial melts, even un-
der anhydrous conditions. Provided the modal proportions and compositions of residual
phases are known, and due allowance made for preferential adjustment of residual phases to
iron loss, the compositions of equilibrium partial melts may be obtained by mass-balance cal-
culations.

Introduction

It is now generally recognized that basaltic mag-
mas arise by partial melting of upper mantle perido-
tite, dominated by magnesian olivine and ortho-
pyroxene. Accurate determination of the liquid
compositions formed by partial melting of peridotite
under known conditions (melt proportion, temper-
ature, pressure, residual phase compositions and pro-
portions, and volatile content) is therefore an impor-
tant goal in experimental petrology. A number of
studies towards this end have been attempted on a
variety of natural peridotite compositions under dif-
fering P-T conditions and volatile contents.

In the earliest studies, phase relations only were
determined and liquid compositions broadly inferred
(e.g. Ito and Kennedy, 1967). In later experiments
the compositions of the residual crystals and the
quenched glass were determined by electron micro-
probe and the percentage of melt estimated visually
(e.9. Kushiro et al.,1972; Mysen and Boettcher,1975;
Nehru and Wyllie, 1975). More recently Mysen and
Kushiro (1977\ have used beta-track counting of
charges spiked with radioactive tracers to more accu-
rately determine the percentage of melting and have

I Present address: Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canbena City,
A.C.T. 2601, Australia.

relied on microprobe analysis of quenched glasses to
yield compositions of the melt phase.

Implicit in this experimental approach is the as-
sumption that the directly determined quenched
glass composition is that of the equilibrium melt for
those particular conditions. This assumption can be
criticized on two grounds. Firstly, iron loss from the
sample to the noble-metal capsules used in partial
melting experiments is well documented (e.9., Nehru
and Wyllie, 1975; Green,1976; and others). The ex-
tent of iron loss is dependent on temperature and run
duration, and since iron is not lost uniformly from
the charge, Fe/Mg partitioning between crystal and
liquid varies as a function of run duration (Stern and
Wyllie, 1975; see below). Apart from changing the
MgO/FeO ratio of the silicate charge, iron loss also
increases the silica saturation of the bulk composi-
tion and probably of any melt component (O'Hara
and Humphreys, 1977). Secondly, the growth of me-
tastable quench crystals during the quenching of the
glass can significantly modify the composition of the
glass from that of the equilibrium melt (Green,1973,
1976; Cawthorn et al., 1973; Nicholls, 1974). These
problems in the direct determination of the equilib-
rium partial melt composition have been the focus of
debate in the past concerning the hydrous melting of
peridotite (e.g. Mysen et al., 1974; Gteen, 1973,
1976). Green showed that these problems could be
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overcome and a reliable estimate of the equilibrium
melt could be calculated from a knowledge of the
composition of the residual phases and the bulk
charge using crystal/liquid partition data.

Mysen and Kushiro (197'7) considered that these
problems did not greatly effect the results of their
study on the anhydrous melting of peridotite, and
presented a suite of glass compositions ranging from
'alkali picrite' to 'olivine tholeiite' to 'peridotitic

komatiite' as. the equilibrium melts from peridotite.
While the compositional range of liquids is consistent
with earlier interpretations of melting at this pressure
(Green and Ringwood, 1967) and is broadly that an-
ticipated over such a melting interval, discrepancies
among the data cast doubt on the validity of these di-
rectly determined glass compositions as the true un-
modified equilibrium melts for the stated percentage
of melting. As part of a similar melting study we
have evaluated the problems involved in conducting
such experiments, and find that the problems can be
severe enough in many cases to preclude direct deter-
mination of equilibrium melt compositions. Here we
present an alternative approach for calculation of
equilibrium liquid compositions.

Experimental methods

Technique

Two peridotite compositions derived from pyrolite
(Ringwood, 1966; Green, 1973, 197 6) and Tinaquillo
peridotite (Green, 1963) have been studied. In each
case the composition used in the experiments is that
of the peridotite minus 40 per0ent olivine to facilitate
identification of minor phases and increase the rela-
tive proportion of melt and minor phases without
eliminating olivine. Compositions (Table l) were
prepared from AR grade chemicals and sintered at
1000.c.

Experiments were carried out in a solid-media
(piston cylinder) high-pressure apparatus, using pis-
ton-in technique and a pressure correction of minus
l0 percent nominal piston pressure. Temperatures
were measured by a Pt-Pt90Rhl0 thermocouple with
no correction for the effect of pressure on the thermo-
couple emf. Pyrex-glass sleeves with graphite inserts
were used in O.5-inch diameter furnace assemblies to
minimize hydrogen difusion from the dehydrating
outer talc sleeve. Samples (15-20 mg) were sealed in
Pt capsules and preheated at 900o-1000'C for 8-12
hours, packed in metallic iron powder in an attempt
to presaturate the capsule in iron. All runs were an-
hydrous and the powdered starting mix was dried

Table l. Compositions of starting material

ryrolite - 40)4 olivine Tinaquillo periatotite - 40% oli\ine

si02

Ti02

Arzot

F"20,

Fe0

Bn0

Mgo

4 7  . 9

' 1  . 1 8

0 . 2 0

8 , 6 1

0 . 1 J

2 8 . A

o . 1 5

0 . 1 5

0 .  1 8

12.8

o . 1 0

o.o1

0.02

o.75

o.4 ,

88 ,8

c 6 o  5 . 1 4

Na20 o.95

KzO 0.22

'ro5

, t rO, O,72

N i o  0 . 1 8

1ooils/!.ls+Fe'- 55.6

IOOMA/IIA+ Fe 85.,

overnight at I10"C. Spec-pure iron capsules were
used in some short-duration runs. These experiments
produced an f O, lower than that in the Pt capsules,
resulting in elimination of chrome spinel, and in
some cases the charge dissolved iron from the cap-
sule.

Microprobe analysis

The charge was recovered as a coherent cylinder of
crystals and glass. A portion of one split was exam-
ined in refractive-index oils. The polished mount
containing the other split was examined optically in
reflected light and by scanning electron microscope
using a JEoL JX 50A electron microprobe-scanning
electron microscope (SEM) fitted with an energy-dis-
persive (EDAx) analytical system. Simultaneous
quantitative analysis for l0 elements (Na to Fe) of
residual phases, quench phases, glass, and bulk
charge was obtained by the method of Reed and
Ware (1973, 1975). Optimization of the backscattered
and secondary electron images enabled clear resolu-
tion and discrimination of all phases including melt
and quench crystals at up to 2000 tirnes magnifica-
tion (Fig. 1). Discrimination of phases was based on
both form and contrast from the back-scattered elec-
tron image, which is dependent on the mean atomic
number of the target. In this way Fe-rich rims on pri-
mary phases and quench phases, e.g. quench clinopy-
roxene, can be distinguished by the higher Fe, Al,
and Ti contents conpared to the primary equilib-
rium phases. Glass analyses and analyses of the bulk
charge were made with rapid reduced-area scans to
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Fig. l. Scanning electron microscope photographs of partial

melting runs ofpyrolite - 40 percent olivine and spinel lherzolite
- 40 percent olivine, showing metastable quench phases. Scale bar
is 20p long. Quench outgrowths ofclinopyroxene appear bright, as

do thin quench rims of more Fe-rich olivine on primary olivine
(note Figs. lE, F particularly). (A) Pyrolite, 15 kbar, 1350"C. A

low percentage melting run. Residual phases are olivine (small

da rk  euhed ra ) ,  o r t hopy roxene  ( l a rge  t abu la r  c r ys ta l s ) ,

clinopyroxene (small lighter euhedra), and chrome spinel (tiny

br ight  euhedra).  Mel t  is  l ight  interst i t ia l  mater ia l .  Quench
clinopyroxene forms light-colored rims on residual phases. Note

the drastic reduction of the liquid volume by the quench phases.

Compositions ofphases are given in Table 4. (B) Pyrolite, l5 kbar,

1400"C. Quench clinopyroxene forms rims on residual olivine and

orthopyroxene. Note the presence of some discrete quench

clinopyroxene in the glass (crosses, lower right) and the larger
percentage of melt. (C) Pyrolite, l0 kbar, 1300'C. Quench
clinopyroxene rims residual olivine and orthopyroxene, and forms

discrete crystals in the glass (small crosses, lower center).

Compositions given in Table 3. (D) Pyrolite, l0 kbar, 1350'C.

Like C but  note the higher percentage of  mel t .  Quench
clinopyroxene is less abundant and modification of the glass

composition is less severe than for A, B, and C. (E) Pyrolite, l0

kbar, 1450"C. Skeletal and dendritic quench low-calcium
pyroxene forming conical spirals in glass, and dendritic rims on

residual olivine. Note the similarity in the quench forms to those

found in some komatiites. (F) Spinel lherzolite, l0 kbar, 1450'C.

Quench low-calcium pyroxene and olivine on residual olivine.

Compositions given in Table 5.

minimize alkali volatilization and ensure representa-
tive analysis. The ability of scanning electron micros-
copy to discriminate phases such as olivine and or-
thopyroxene, clinopyroxene and glass, and to reveal
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Fig. 2. l00Mg/(Mg+Fe) ratios of th€ residual phase (excluding
Cr spinel) and glass with varying run times. S : starting
composition. Olivine and glass compositions become increasingly
Mg-rich as iron is lost from the charge with increasing run time.
The capsules used in the 2-,4-, and 7j-hour runs were packed in
metallic iron powder for 8-12 hours at 900-1000'C in an attempt
to presaturate the capsule in iron. Compositional data from Table 3.

compositional differences (quench rims) within

phases is demonstrated in Figure I and confirmed by

quantitative analyses of the visually discriminated
areas. This technique thus permits modal analysis of
these fine-grained experimental charges.

Modal analysis

Modal analysis, including the percentage of melt,
was made by point counting of the SEM photographs
using a l0 cm X 9 cm transparent grid; all quench
phases were counted as glass. A minimum of l20O
points were counted in replicate and averaged.

Calcul ation of e quilibrium liquid comp o sitions

The compositions of the equilibrium liquids were
calculated by mass balance after conversion of the
volume percent modes to weight percent modes from
appropriate mineral densities. The liquid density was
calculated by the method of Bottinga and Weill
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Table 2. Experimental run data

Ru No. P
(ttus) oc Tine Capsule

(rrous)
Phaseg present 1oo l4ank + Fe

charge oI

T-1 58

1012

r-89

r-1 44

T-1 78

T - 1 1 8

! -119

T-101

T-1 18
T-1 48
r-1 42

T-15'

1 lo0

1 100

l roo
1 loo
't)oo

1r50

1 )5o
't45o

1 45o
1)50
1 400

14ro

o . 1 7
'|

4
7 . 5
2

o.25
2 . 5
1

0 . 5

e t  q

86.2

e5 .9

87.2

88 .4

87 .0

89.7
a l  I

87.7

86.2

90.7

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

'15

1 0

furolite - 4O% olivine

Fe oI + opx + quench cpx + gl

Pt ol + opx + quench cpx + gl

Pt ol + opx + Cr + quench cpx + g1

P t n

Pt ol + opx + cpx + Cr + quench cpx + g1

Pt 01 + opx + Cr + quench cpx + gl

Fe 01 + opx + quench cpx + 91

Pt ol + Cr + quench px + g1

t'e ol + quench px + 91

Pt 01 + opx + cpx + Cr + quench cpx + gl

Pt 01 + opx + Cr + quench cpx + gl

Tinaquil.Io Lherzolite - 4Ol olivine

01 + Cr + quench px + gI

89 .1  89 .8

89.1 89.9

9 1 . 0  8 9 . 8

91. '  90.4

91.o 90.5

92.8 91.1

9 0 . 1  9 1 . 0

95.e

91 .5
a 2 ) a o a

92.o 90.5

ol = olivine. opx = orthopyroxene; cpx = clinopyroxene; Cr = chrone spineli gl = glass

(1970) using the least modified, most magnesian glass
composition (obtained by reduced area rapid scans)
with adjustment for the effect of pressure on the den-
sity (Kushiro et a1., 1976). Iteration of the mass-bal-
ance calculations to overcome the density difference
between the equilibrium liquid and the ana.lyzed
glass made negligible diference to the resultant liq-
uid composition. Two examples of liquids deter-
mined in this way are shown in Table 3, Figures 2
and 3, and Table 4, Figure 4. The SEM photographs
of these runs are illustrated in Figure l.

Point counting of phases was not possible for the

high-degree melting runs where olivine alone or oli-
vine and chrome spinel were residual phases, because
of strong crystal settling within the charge even in
runs of short duration. For these experiments (e.g.
Fig. 5, Table 5) the liquid composition was calcu-
lated assuming a KDol/liquid of 0.3 (Roeder and Em-
slie, 1970; Green and Ringwood, 1967) after allow-
ance for iron loss from the charge (Green, 1973).

Experimental results

In the three examples presented in detail in Fig-
ures l-5 and Tables l-5, the calculated equilibrium

Fig' 3' Data from Fig. 2 for l-, 2-, and 7j-hour runs at 10 kbar, 1300'C, illustrating effect ofFe loss. Squares indicate the bulk charge
composition after the run. Tie lines join coexisting residual phases with least modified glass compositiorr.. Not" that the iron loss from
the charge for the 7|-hour run has been sufficient to stabilize clinopyroxene in the residue.
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t 0  k b .  t 3 0 0 0  c

a  g u l k . h o r g e

x  leo5t  mod i f ied  9 lo !se t
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Table 3. Compositions of phase for melting of pyrolite - 40 percent olivine at l0 kbar, l30O'C

0.17 hours t hour

large opx
core rln

A
nel tgl large olivlnel smll

core rimS ol2

si02
Ti02
A1204

r'.ot-
I'rr0
llgo
CaO

Naro

Kza

Ti

A1

Fe

ltt

!,ts

Ca

Na

UT

Iotal

10O lqs
Mg+Fe

Ca

l'tg

Fe

40.5 54.e
_  0 .47

-  2 . 9 )

1 0 . 5  5 . t 9

48.1 11.7

o.- ' .  ,  

. ' '

0 . 1 8  1 . J O

0.997 1.909

-  0 . 0 1 2

-  v .  r z v

o .216  0 .186

1 . 7 7 1  1 . 6 4 9

0.008 0.088

0.007 o.ot6

,.0o0 4.oo0

89.1 89.8

oo 
-, 

oo 
-'

1 0 . 5  1 0 . 1

0 . 2 0  0 . t 4

98.1 48.5

''at' "'--t'

,:oot ._rr,

o . 2 ' t 6  0 . 2 1 1

0.004 0.008

1 . 7 5 7  1 . 7 8 0

0 . 0 1 0  0 . 0 1 0

2.999 t .oo '

89 .1  e9 .4

41.O 55.1
_  o . 4 ,

-  2 . 5 2

1O.2 6.42

0 .40

48 .0  11 .7

o:'u ' 
-o'

_  t .  ) )

1 .007  1 .921

-  0 . 0 1 1

-  0 . 1 0 4

o .209  0 .187

0.008

1 .758  1  . 641

0 .010  0 .090

_  o .o )7

2.99t  ) .997

89.4 e9.8

,2 .o
t a a

' t t . 2

a o o

9 . 1 1
1 1 . 0

o .47

54.o

0 .85

1 . 6 ,

6 . 2 4

t 1  . 1

, - t t

' t .60

o .o22

o .149

0 . 1 8 2

1 . 5 1 8

0 .095

o.o44

a o o

49.8

2 . 7

12 .5

'12.o

1 0 . 9

2 . 4

o:tt

4 , 6

85 .8
a a

64.1

a l  I

, q  o

4 . 7  5 . 1
a5.6 85.1

9 . 7  9 . 6

t = total lron as Feo

1. large o15-vine = >10/11

2. smll olivine = 1 5l^

J.=rin compositions were obtained avoicting quench rins of pJEoxene ed olivine.

4.=calculeted equitibriw nelt conposttion, using modal analysisr aralysed
crystall ine phase fron 1-hr ru ad origlnal bulk conposition

liquid composition differs from the analyzed glass

compositions. The nature of the calculated equilib-

rium melt at 10 kbar, l300oc, produced by approxi-

mately 25 percent melting of pyrolite, is olivine tho-

leiite with 16 percent normative olivine; all analyzed
glasses are higher in SiO, and lower in normative oli-

vine than the calculated melts, with both the 0.17-

hour and 7.5-hour runs containing normative qnaftz.

At 15 kbar, 1350'C the degree of melting of pyrolite

is about 18 percent and the equilibrium melt is alkali
olivine basalt. All glass analyses are hypersthene nor-
mative and have considerably less MgO and more
SiOr, Alror, and CaO than the calculated melt. At l0
kbar, 1450"C the Tinaquillo lherzolite composition is

about 40 percent molten, and the composition of the
calculated melt, with very high MgO and SiO', is
strongly hypersthene- and olivine-normative, resem-
bling pyroxene-rich komatiitic liquids. In the follow-
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Table 3. (continued)

2 hous 7.5 hours

large ollvlne
core rim

smll large opx
ol core rin

gI6 r large ol smal] large opx
core lin oL core rin

oo._, ot.-o oo:r ,:..i"

-  2 . 7 2

8 .70  8 . r 0  8 .21  6 .42

o . r 5  o . t  o . t 6

49.8 49.eo ,o.2 t't.I
o:ot 0.60 o 

-r, 
.:0,

_  1 . 4 6

0.995 0.999

0 . 1  7 8  0 . 1 7 0

0.007 0.007

1 . 8 1 4  1 . 8 1 O

0 . 0 1 1  0 . 0 1 6

, .oo,  , .oo1

91 .1 9 ' t .4

0 .995  1 .912
-  0 . 0 1 1
-  V .  I  t a

o .167  0 .1s7

0.008

1 .825  1 .648

0.010 o.o92

- 0.040

t .oo,  4.001

91 .6  89 .8

5r.o 51.'
o .42 2.e '
2 .4O  12 .4

6 .21  8 .9 '

12.4 10.4

2 . 5 0  1 1 . 8

-  1 . s 6

-  0 .50

t . v )

1 . 9 1 '

o .01  1

o.o99

0 . 1 8 1

1 .68?

o.o9 t

o.o29

4.010

41 .2

a q a

o.2 ' l
q n 7

A 7 <

1 .000

o .154

0.004

1 .8 r1

0.009

, .000

92. '

41 .o  41 .o  
" .oo . 5 2

z .  t v

5 .96  6 .9o  5 .97

5' t  .7 51 .8 51 .9

o 
-t' 

o:oo ' 
-'o

t . z v

o.99 t  0 ,992 1 .911

0.014
0 . 1 1 1

o.141 0 . r40  O.174

1.865 1.e67 ' t .6r7

o .o08 0 .010 0 .101

o.o f i
t .oo7 ,.008 4.ool

9 t .o  9 t .o  90 . ,

55. '  55.1 51.2

0 .50  o .7o  1 .12
2 .66  t . r ,  11 .2

5 ,72  4 .59  7 .64

11.5 21.7 1O.2

1.22 15.O 12.1

1 .90

o .58

1 . 0 8  1 . 5 '

1 . 9 2 5  1 . n 6

o .01 ,  0 .019

0 . 1 0 9  0 . 1 4 1

0 .167  0 .1  r 8

1 . 6 1 t  1 . 1 6 1

0 .120  0 .576

0.0ro o.o44

1.99'  ' .981

90.8 e9.4 7o. t

A 7

e 5 . 1
8 . 7

4 .e
a <  F

o 7

90.,

4 .8

86.0
o ?

67.5

2 1 . O

5 . 2
85.e

o d

to.1 ,7.6
6 1  . 9  4 r . 9
7 .4  1e . '

Pyrol i t .  (  -  40 7o ol iv ine )

t s  K b ,  1 3 5 0 .  c

M g F e

Fig. 4. Ca-Mg-Fe diagram illustrating the effect of quench growth of Ca pyroxene on the determiaed liquid compositions. Thc
equilibrium liquid is calculatcd (see text). Compositions given in Table 4.
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Fig. 5. Ca-Mg-Fe diagram illustrating relations in a run with a large amount of partial melting. Solid tie lines connect the starting mix

(n) t]o the calcuiated equilibrium liquid. Dashed tie line joins analyzed olivine (2) with the bulk charge after the run (B) and the least-

modified glass composition (4). Crosses indicate other giass anatyses (determined at least 5-10 microns from any observable quench

phase). Giass 5 was obtained adjacent (2-5p) to u qo"o"h pyroxene. 3 : range ofquench olivine compositions. Compositions given in

Table 5.

shown by the greater compositional di-fference be-

tween core and rim compositions of pyroxene rela-

tive to olivine. Stern and Wyllie (1975) found that

apparent garnet and clinopyroxene Fe/Mg partition-

ing was dependent on run duration, because garnet

adjusted more slowly to Fe loss than clinopyroxene'
causing (Fe/Mg),"/(FelMg).o" to increase with run

duration. Similar differences in the rate of adjust-

ment ofgarnet and pyroxene to iron loss have been

observed in eclogite melting studies (K. L. Harris,
personal communication, 1978). The effect of iron

ioss from the system is shown in Figure 3, where all
phases and the bulk composition are displaced from

ihe equilibrium value to more Fe-poor compositions'
The effect of change of the bulk composition is

most marked on liquid compositions: the lO-minute

run in spec-pure Fe resulted in iron gain by both the

charge and the glass, but had little effect on the com-
positions of residual crystals.

It is apparent that Fe diffusion rates are different

for various phases and that iron is lost preferentially

in the order liquid > olivine (orthosilicate) > pyrox-

ene (chain silicate). Significant iron loss can result in

the formation of olivine considerably more magne-

sian than the original equilibrium olivine because of

attempted re-equilibration of the olivine with the in-

creasingly iron-deficient liquid.
Equilibrium melting requires that equilibrium ex-

ists between melt and residue, and between residual
phases. However, the dffirence in rates of adjustment

if the various phases to iron loss produces non-equilib'
rium assemblages. Because of the different diffusion

ing sections we discuss the causes of these problems
in determination of liquid compositions in partial
melting experiments on peridotite compositions.

Iron loss in experimental runs

Atthough Stern and Wyllie (1975) showed in an
andesite melting study that iron is not lost uniformly
from the charge, there appears to be a belief that
equilibrium, once achieved, is maintained through-
out the experiment in spite of iron loss. For example,
Mysen and Kushiro (1977) clairn that a 20 percent
iron loss results in only a minor change in the Fe
content of the olivine and disregard any greater ef-
fect on the liquid composition.

Other data obtained from runs of varying duration
at the same pressure and temperature, l0 kbar and
l300oc, are presented in Table 3 to illustrate the
problem. Despite attempts to presaturate the Pt cap-
sules, all experienced iron loss [shown by the l00Mg/
(Mg+Fe) ratio of the charge; Table 2l; runs in spec-
pure iron resulted in iron gain. The effect of iron loss
can be very significant; for example, in the 7.5-hour
run the iron loss was sufficient to stabilize calcic py-
roxene in the residue, whereas only olivine, ortho-
pyroxene, and chrome spinel were present in the resi-
due of other runs. Figure 2 and the data of Table 3
show that as iron is lost from the system, demon-
strated by increasing l00Mg/(Mg+Fe) ratio of the
bulk charge, orthopyroxene compositions change
little, whereas olivine and glass compositions readjust
more rapidly to the loss. The different rates of adjust-
ment of the crystalline phases to iron loss are also

L h e r z o l i t e  (  -  4 0  
o Z  o l i v i n e

r 0  K b ,  t 4 5 0 "  C

= 67 % ne l t ing
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Table 4' Compositions of phase and calculated melt for pyrolite - Table 5. Compositions of phases and calculated melt for lherzolite
40 percent olivine at 15 kbar, l350oC - 40 percenr olivine at l0 kbar, I450"C

oLl opx cpx gta"sJ nelt4
ollvine quench quench splnet gla""2 neltl

ollvine

si02 41,1

Ti02

Al^0-

Feo 7.51

I,4n0 0.41

lrSO 50,6

cao O.)5

Naro

Kzo

ct20'

100 I'tR oc z
I'{g + Fe

Ca

MC

Fe

54.7 52.4

o . ) ,  o .so

I  O Z
) . v )

5 .25  5 .o9

lo .8  2O .5

2 .76  14 . t

_  o .55

1 .15  ' 1 . 42

89 .8  87 .8

5 .5  , 0 .6

84.9 50.9

9 . 6  e . ,

49.9 49.o

t . 4  ) . 2

14.4 12.9

8.7 1O.2

-  O . 1

8 . t  11 .6

1 0 . 9  9 . 1

l ?

o .9  0 .7

6t 67

17 .4  27 ,6

39.2 48.5

21 . ,  21 .9

Naro

Kzo

Cr^O-

100 MR
i l a + F e

Ca

l'tg

Fe

95.6 94

50.9

o . t 2  o . 1 t

5 .+e  11 . '

6 .14  1 ' t . 2

29 ,6  18 .8

5 .74  0 .27

0.70 5e.1

89.6 14.9

l t  1

79.7

54.8 51.6

o .4  0 .2

8 . 9  7 . 8

7 . 5  8 . 4

1 8 . 5  2 ) . 9

9 . 2  7 . 4

_  o .45

- o.o4

81.4 83.8

22 .6  15 .7

6r.0 7o.5

14.4 11.9

1 . 2 1

25.1

16 . '

o . 2 l

t 5 . 2

57

s102

Ti02

Arzot

Feol

I"ln0

MeP

Ca0

41  . 6

4 .17

o .32

o .27

o . 1 2

1 . ) 4

l .  ) o

47.2

o .95

o .56

1. Equil ibriw ollvine use+ in l iquid calculation was
calculated essunlng K'ol,/opx = 1.1 i.e. 1OO l.kng+Fe = SS.9

2. Total iron as FeO

J. Least noalif ied glass

4. Melt calculated by @sB balmce; u6ing rcd.al aalyeis,
analyzed crystall ine phases (olivine corrected for fe ioes)
and original bulk composition

rates in liquid and different residual crystals, mea-
sured FelMg partition coefficients are dependent on
run time. For example, the Kool/opx : (Fe/Mg)"r/
(Fe/Mg)"o. has been shown to be insensitive to tem-
perature and pressure, and has been determined ex-
perimentally as equal to l.l+0.1 (e.g. Mori and
Green, 1978, and others). Equilibrated olivine-ortho-
pyroxene pairs from natural peridotites have Ko val-
ues in this range (e.g. Nixon and Boyd, 1973; Him-
melberg and Loney, 1973; Frey and Green, 1974), as
do olivine-orthopyroxene pairs in experimental runs
in capsule materials other than platinum-group met-
als (e.g. Kushiro et al., 1972). Our data in Tables 2
and 3 commonly exhibit non-equilibrium FelMg
partitioning between olivine and orthopyroxene. This
is also evident in some previous partial melting stud-
ies where iron loss has occurred; for example, the
data of Mysen and Kushiro (19j7) show Koolopx
ranging from0.72 to 0.85, and these values can be at-
tributed to Fe loss and preferential readjustment of
olivine to more magnesian compositions. The extent

1. Total iron aB Feo

2. Least nodLfled glass conposltlon

5. Equil ibriu nelt calculated fror x. 
ol/ l iq 

1 o.t af.oer
correction for iron loss (Green, 1971).

of iron loss from their experiments can also be
gauged by the fact that in some of their runs the
starting composition lies outside the field defined bv
the analyzed phases.

Several methods of alloying Pt capsules with iron
have been suggested to reduce iron loss (e.g. Nich-
olls, 1974; Ford, 1978). In order to avoid net ex-
change of Fe, the activity of Fe in the capsule must
exactly match that in the silicate charge, le. this must
be determined for each bulk composition, T, p, and
run duration. Moreover Fe-alloyed pt becomes
brittle, difficult to seal, and may result in capsule
fracture during the experiment. Methods such as
those proposed by Ford (1978) and Johannes and
Bode (1978) may considerably reduce iron loss, but
do not remove the necessity for the investigator to
thoroughly evaluate the nature and extent of compo-
sitional interchange between sample and container.

Quench modification of equilibrium melts
Scanning electron microscope photographs (Fig. l)

reveal the presence of some quench material in all
our experiments, even where none was discernible
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optically. The extent of quench material varies from
narrow (0.5-l micron) rims of pyroxene or olivine on
primary phases to broader (2-5 microns) blades of
quench pyroxene both as rims and as discrete den-
drites in the glass. The dominant quench phase in
these anhydrous runs is clinopyroxene with varying
Ca content. Quench clinopyroxene is not surprising,
since this phase most closely approximates the liquid
composition over most of the melting range. Quench
clinopyroxene commonly contains 6 to 12 percent
AlrO, and 6 to 16 percent CaO and has a high TiO,
content (2-3 percent). These features, together with
the generally lower l00Mg/(Mg+Fe) ratio and skele-
tal or dendritic form, serve to distinguish quench py-
roxene from stable primary calcic pyroxene. In addi-
tion, quench pyroxene analyses generally are not
stoichiometric. In most cases the l00Mg/(Mg+Fe)
ratios of the quench and primary phases are distinct,
but in some experiments a continuum was found. Be-
cause abundant quench material drastically reduces
the liquid volume and results in increased concentra-
tion of highly incompatible elements in the residual
melt fraction, the presence of quench rims and crys-
tals will cause errors in any method of estimation of
degree of melting or melt composition based on anal-
ysis of the glass in experimental runs.

Quench crystallization has been shown to signifi-
cantly modify equilibrium melt compositions in hy-
drous melting of peridotite (Green, 1973, 1976), and
we have therefore examined the effect of quenching
on liquids in anhydrous melting experiments. Data
from two experiments, one at low to moderate de-
grees of melting (15 kbar, 1350"C) and the other at a
high degree of melting (10 kbar, l450oC), are pre-
sented in Tables 4 and 5 and plotted on Ca-Mg-Fe
(atomic) diagrams (Figs. 4 and 5). Diffusion studies
(e.g. Hofnann and Magaritz, 1977)tnve shown a high

efficiency of diffusion over short distances (e.8. D :

lO-u cm'at l400oC), but the quenching rate in solid-
media apparatus is such as to produce large composi-
tional differences within the glass where quench
phases and outgrowths occur. Moreover, the glass
compositions bear little relationship to the composi-
tion of the equilibrium liquid calculated by mass bal-
ance from the proportions and compositions of the
residual phases (Table 4, Fig. 4) or using published
partition coefficients (Roeder and Emslie, 1970) after
correction for iron loss for simple residues (Table 5'
Fig. 5). Glass analyses made adjacent to quench crys-
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tals show a marked compositional difference to those
obtained in larger "quench-free" pools. In neither
case can these be considered as equilibrium melts.

The new data reaffirm earlier studies of the
quenching problem (Green, 1973, 19761' Cawthorn e/

it., t}llt and show that marked changes in the liquid

composition may result in partial-melting experi-
ments where quench phases occur, even in an-
hydrous melting. This problem is especially severe at
low degrees of melting, and previous studies have
shown that the problem increases at higher pressure

and in the presence of volatiles (Green, 1973, 1976;
Nicholls, 1974; Mysen and Kushiro,1977).

Conclusions

We believe that the problems of iron loss and
quench crystallization in anhydrous partial melting
studies employing piston-cylinder apparatus are se-
vere enough in most cases to preclude direct determi-
nation of the equilibrium melt composition. At high

degrees of partial melting quench modification is far

from trivial, and at low degrees of partial melting
modification of the melt may be as severe under an-

hydrous as under hydrous conditions. In all cases,
iron loss problems in anhydrous melting are greater

than under hydrous melting conditions because of

the higher melting temperatures. Therefore we are
forced to conclude that most, perhaps all, previously
pubtished partial melt compositions obtained by di-

rect analysis of quenched glasses from piston-cylin-
der runs are in error. At the very least, all such com-
positions should be regarded with guspicion.

We have attempted to show that, provided run
times are not unduly long (this must be determined
empirically by repeated experiments of varying dura-

tion), it is possible to calculate the equilibrium liquid
composition by mass balance from the compositions
of the residual phases which adjust more slowly to
iron loss (and using known Ko's for those phases

which do adjust rapidly), provided the modal propor-

tions of the phases (including the percentage of melt
* quench) can be determined. This is possible by
point counting of reflected light and SEM photo-
graphs of the polished mount where all phases, in-

cluding quench phases and overgrowths, can be dis-

criminated. Replicates are generally required to
overcome inhomogeneous distribution and crystal
settling. However, no liquid determined by partial-

melting experiments can be regarded as safely estab-



lished in the absence of reversal studies (r.e. crystalli-
zation of the liquid composition under the same ex-
perimental conditions).
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